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Description
On my Mac OSX I’m using MAMP (like LAMP and WAMP) with the relevant PHP version for each Tiki and I can switch version. To set the PHP version of the CLI in my terminal I add a command at ~/.bash_profile

To set PHP7.4.9 in the PHP-CLI

```
export PATH=/Applications/MAMP/bin/php/php7.4.9/bin:$PATH
```

This is working fine and Tiki is happy.
However tiki-check.php is locked on looking at the PHP installed on my computer (and not used by the CLI). Tiki check should be able to report version of the “used” PHP-CLI.

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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